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Optical Astrometry

Hughes.
Director.
Astrometry
U.S.
Naval
Observatory.

will

discuss
recent
developments
in optical
interferometry
at the March National
Capital
Astronomers colloquium in the National Air and Space
Mlmeum. He will descn"be the Observatory's present
and future programs in this area. backgrourxi aboot
the technique. current observational procedures and
results. and design considerations
for a new Naval
Observatory
instrument.
Currently
an optical
interferometer
is being used for astrometric
observing
at Mount Wilson Observatory.
This
instrument
is the result of a joint effort
of the
Smith.'!0nian Astrophysical
Ohservatory.
U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory.
the Massachusetts IMtitute
of
Technology.
and the U.S. Naval Observatory.
Bom in Sharon Pennsylvania. Dr. Hughes received
his A.B. and Ph.D. from Columbia University.
New

,-"

DR. HUGHES
Yom. specializing
in astrometry.
especially inertial
cooroinste systems or so-called "absolute" astrometry.
He is a past president of the 1AU
Commission 8 on Star P~itions.
currently
Chainnan. IAU Wonting Group on Reference
Frames. and a member of the 1AU Wonting Group on Astronomical Refraction..
He has
published many papers dealing with astronmetry in both its theoretical
and observational
aspects. and star catalogs.
MARCH CALENDAR --The
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is welcome.

Tue~ay. Maroh I, 8. 15. 22, 29, 7:30 pm --Telescope-making
classes at Chevy Chase
Comrmlnity Center, Connecticut Avenue and McKinley Street. NW. Infonnation: Jerry
SchnalI. 362-8872.
Friday, Maroh 4. 11, 18, 25, 7:30 pm --Telescope-making
classes at American University.
McKinley Hall basement. Infonnation: Jerry Schnall. 362-8872.
Friday, Maroh 4. 11, 25. 8:00 pm --NCA 14-inch telescope open nights with Bob Bolster.
6007 Ridgeview Drive, south of Alexandria off Franconia Road between Telegraph
Road and Rffie Hill Drive. Call Bob at 960-9126.
Satuniay. March 5. 5:45 pm --Dinner
with the speaker at the Smithson Restaurant. 6th
and C Streets. SW.. inside the Holiday Inn. Reservations \mnecessary.
Use the 7th
Street and Maryland AveIRle exit of the L'Enfant Plaza Metrorail station.
Satumay. MAroh 5. 7:30 pm --NCA
monthly lectlll'e in the Einstein Planetarium of the
National Air and Space Mlmeum. Seventh Street and Independence Avenue, SW. Enter
Independence Avenue side. Dr. Hughes ,'lill speak.
For other organizations'

events of interest

see elsewhere in this i~e.
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FmIWARY OOLLOQUIUM
Dr. ROOert D. O1apman, Senil)r program Management Engineer for the Space Station
Project. addressed the Febmarv National Capital Astronomers colloquium at the National
Air arM1Space M\meu!". He spoke on the Space Stlition as an astronomical OOservatory.
one of its many functIons.
In the l1ast. many proposed ideas for splice station constmction
resembled l~e
wheels or cylinders intended to be rotated to provide simulated gravity.
One of the mam
reasons fl)r a practical space station. however. is to eliminate the effects of gravity for
research arM1certain processes that can only. or best. be carried out in a gravity-free
environment. The design of the present project addres.~s these needs; it will not rotate
except to establish or maintain the desired attitude.
The phase one baseline configllration
of the NASA design is a 510-foot latticeworlt
beam. Laboratory and living modules are mounted IIll)ng the beam. The station will be
powered by four solar panels which will provide 75 kilowlitts.
Among the IXlrposes other than astronomical are study of the effects of near-zero
gravity on plants and animals. materials processing. such as manufacture of exotic alloys.
the components of which woold separate by floating or sinking in the presence of gravity.
growth I)f very large crystals for many uses. and as II way station for assembly of large
craft for long or heavy space mi.$ions.
The Seace Station will be a major mservatory
for attached payloads. platforms. and
repair facilities for other craft in space.
The phase I)ne plan. ..'hich has been approved and funded. is well underway.
Contractora have been selected. and four NASA centers are responsible for different parts
of the project.
The Lewis Center in Cleveland. Ohio will provide the power system.
lliboratory units for the scientific
worlt are being b\Iilt by Goddaro Center at Greenbelt.
Maryland. the main stmcture
is being constmcted
by the Johnson Center in Houston.
Texas. and the living arM1 working mod\lles are tl) be built hy the Marshall Center in
Huntsville. Alabama. Each will have a prime cl)ntrActor
and many subcontractors.
The
fimt-piece
launching is planned for 1995; the station should be complete by the turn of
the century.
Astrometry.
high-energy
astronomy. and sollir physics will be dl)ne on the Space
Station. A 60-foot-f()CU8 astrometric telescope will search for planets about other stars.
It must measure star positions to an acC\lracy of 20 microarcseconds.
(Ed note: That is
the angle subtended by the thickness of a thin human hair at a distance of 500 mile.q! This.
of course. is position determination by clever astrometric
techniques. not direct optical
resolution.) Parallax accuracies. hence. direct distance measurements will also be greatly .
improved.
A cosmic dust collector will not only collect interatellar.
asteroidal. and comet dust.
but also measure the direction and velocity of the particles. allowing calculation of their
omits and possibly their sources.
A large-area. high-precisi~
high-sensitivity
X-ray telescope will provide images of
very faint X-ray sources. It will contrl1Jute greatly tl) studies I)f cosmic dark matter. the
nuclei of active galaxies. and of wtellar evolution.
A hu~e superconducting magnet will be equipped to collect cosmic particles. such as
isotopes In supemova ejecta. and simultaneously meaSllre their charges and velocities.
It
may possibly discover any antimatter
cosmic rays by their opposite deflections.
thus
perhaps to settle the question of their existence.
An advanced
solar observatory
is proposed
for continuous.
lo~term.
very highresolution
study of coronal
activity.
Simultaneously.
the ionosphere
of the Earth will be
monitored
for reactions.
One or more 300-pound
satellite
will be deployed
on 20-km
conductive
tethers
in one set of studies.
.

Coming decades \rill
Station.

see some verv innovative
..Rc*>ert

AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM O~

astronomy

PROGRAMS. ~COPIC

carried

oot on the Space
H. McCracken

SKY VIEWING

The foloyling free. IXlblic programs will be held in the the National Air and Space
Museum during Febmary.
Saturoay. March 5. 9:30 am --Dr.
James Sharp. Planetarium Chief. ,rill present "Motions
of the Earth" in the Einstein Planetarium.
Following the program. weather permitting.
NCA Tmstee and NASM Docent Stanley Cawelti WIll offer safe telescopic vie\ring of
the Sun.
Wednesday. March 16. 7:30 pm --Dr.
Herbert Friedman will present "The Violent
Universe"
in the Albert Einstein Planetarium.
Following
the lecture.
weather
I?ermittir]g. Stanley Cawelti will offer a telescopic tour of the night 8I5Y.
March 29. 7:3U pm --Dr.
David DeVorkin. NASM. WIll present"Time 8rKl the Seasons." the
first in a series of seven free lectures on beginning astronomy. in the Einstein
Planetarium.
ASTROPHYSICS DAY. OPEN HOUSE AT OOMPANY 7 .JOHNS

HOPKINS APL

0,? Saturoay. M~h
19. from. 11:00 am to 5:00 pm. Company 7 trill hold I)pen house
featUJ'Ing Roland ChrIsten and hlS Astrophysics products. at 14300 Cherry Lane Court
Laurel. Maryland. The event will be folll)wEid hy a star party at the Johns Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory. Johns Hopkins Road off Route 29. Laurel Marvland

.
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OCCULTATION EXPEIJrrlONS PLANNED
Dr. David Dunham is organizing observers for the following occultations.
For further
information call (301)495-9062 (Silver Spring. MD).
UT
Place
Vis
Pcnt
Cusp
Min
Date
Time
Mag
Sunlit
Ang1e
Aper
Grazing lAJnar:
03-22-~823:48
Crofton. MD.
9.1
28
04N
15 crn
NCA wm.coMJm NEW ME~
O1arles A. Amazeen
5704 Sooth 4th Street

Yuan Liu.
University

Arlington.

College Pam. MD 20742

VA 22204

Com~ter
Science
of Maryland

Division

Carol D. Bartosch
4204 South 36th Street
Arlingtnn.
VA 22206

Susan Nnr!'is. World Watch IMtitute
1776 Massachusetts
Avenue.
NW
Washington.
DC 20036

Stephen Phillip Brown
6940 Cavalier Trail
Falls O1uroh. VA 22042

Geri Do Reamy Family
2917 Limen Lane
Falls O1uroh, VA 22042

John 8. Gibbons
Box 497
The Plains. VA 22171

Sarah Slade White
4428 FrlmuOOsStreet
Washington. DC 20007

John HoLi~
4 Southfield Place
Baltimore. MD 21219

Anthony Do Zukus
14213 Dav Road
Rockville, MD 20850

ASTRONOMY AND ~ONAL
COMPUTmm: SELECTING A COMPUTER
Most of us consider the pc an expensive item to ~rohase
for our personal (rather
than business) use, and want to buy one that will serve oor needs for a long time. We
have many choices. and deciding I1mong them can be difficult.
The March 1988 issue of
Ca81Iner Reports offers an impartial assessment of pc's. considering the IBM family, the
Awle family, the Atari ST. and the Commodore Amiga, but bases the comparison on the
use of the com~ters
for worn processing.
There are I1dditionl11 considerstions
when
deciding on a 1XJfor !A1pporting efforts in astronomy.
The com~ter
chosen should be one for which software will be widely available from
many different
places. The more publishers of software for a machine there are, the
better 8Jxf less expensive the software will be, as well as the more there will be rell1ted
to astronomy. All of the com~ter
models discussed ion ColBlmer Reports are quite
popular 8Jxf software should be available for them for years to come. To receive that
"software. the com~ter
should have a floppy-disk drive. The 5.25-inch is currently the
mlJ8t poIXJlar size, bIt an increas~
number of pc's are sold with 3.5-inch drives. A less
popular com~ter.
especially one WIth an unusual format. !A1ch as the Sinclair QL, which
uses a wafer tl1pe. is much less desirsble because there will not be as much astronomical
software for it. These two points may mean that we will miss the "state of the art"
machines. bIt we may also "miss" having 11machine that is underutilized
because of the
, __~f
software.
.If
the com~lter is to be used to control a telescope or to collect data. we need to be
SIn'e that it has the capability to comunicate with telescope controllers or the OOserving
equipment.
If this is a potential
use of the computer
we should be sure that the
comunicl1tions capability can be added at some later point. The best options are standam
mel1ns, such as an R8-232 pC'rt. Not all computers
have external
communications
capabilities. and of those that do. many have only one. which might limit the ability to
use a printer at the ssme time. Many portable computers are not expandable. Com~ters
which rely 00 game ports for external communications means may need custom interfaces
to telescope controllel'R and the like.
Only a few expensive portables are currently
designed to be rugged enough for outdoor use, so ability to withstand the elements is not
a practical
discriminant
to use in selecting
a pc. Instead.
we should design some
protection for machines used ootdoors to keep Them warm and dry.
If we plan to write our own software
or to convert
software
from mainframe
com~ters then \ye need to consider the availability
of compilers for various languages.
This is less important for those who do not expect to write much software.
There are
MSIC intelpreters
for every 1XJ. so small programs can be written 00 all pc's. The IBM
com~ter family currently has the lead in the number of compilers and compiler souroes
for the major larlg1lages (MSIC. C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, COR'\L). Some forms of these
languages are available to other com~ters,
but not from as many souroes. a situation
that often results in less cl1pability 8Jxf more expense. Of course, we can al"Tays make
any 1XJdo virtually anything if we program it in assembly language or machine code. bIt
that is so time cnnS1lming that we might not have time to observe.
.When llsked for a recommendation. I Imually suggest a no-name clone of an IBM PC XT.
I think those offer the most value for the money. as well as the capability
to f';xpand.
Most of us 'fiill not need more computing
power than the XT offers.
and there is
considerable software available for the XT-type of machine.
Joan 8. Dunham

EXCmD7rS moM TUB IAU CIRCUI.AIm
1. J8InJary --GINGA
reported that X-ray Astronomy Satellite
detected a large
increaae in the X-ray intensity from Supemova 1988A since December. In the 6-16 kev
range the intensity increaaed :!>Ya factor of 4.
2. J8InJary --Spectra
of SN 1987A taken at European Southem Observatory have
shown the foIi>iden lines of 0 ID. Faint. narrow H lines were also seen.
3. January 18 --K.
Ikeya. MRisaka-Machi, Japan, visually discovered a supemova of
13th magnitude in M58. Several imependent
photographic and visual discoveries were
also reported.
Whipple Observatory spectra of January 22 indicated that it is a type n
supemova.
R(j)ert N. Bolster
COMET LnIm
This ephemeris of Comet Liller (1988a) for the Waahington. DC area is provided by
Robert N. Bolster. &timated magnitude through March. 7.4 to 6.8.
Date
~
HA
DEC
Dr
Alt
Azi
Set EST
03-04-88
19:35
Oh23m
10°49'
1.768
0.976
8°
277°
20:17
03-09-88
19:40
Oh27m
14°52'
1.739
0.935
7°
284°
20:16
03-14-88
19:50
Oh32m
19°03'
1.705
0.900
5°
291°
20:16
03-19-88
19:55
Oh37m
23°22'
1.666
0.873
4°
297°
20:18
03-24-88
20:00
Oh42m
27°51'
1.622
0.856
4°
303°
20:03
03-29-88
20:05
Oh48m
32°30'
1.574
0.849
4°
309°
20:32
THE JOB JAR:

VOLUNTEERS

NEEDED

Help is needed for the following
activities.
If you are able and willing,
call
the indicated
person, or NCA: (301) 320-3621 24 hours.
If no answer, (301) 2298321 to leRve message for call back.
1. Judges for the annual Metropolitan
Area NCA Science Fair Awards,
call
Walter Nissen, (301) 585-5711.
2. Assistants
for the U.S. Naval Observatory
Astronomy
Day Open House,
some with telescopes and solar equipment.
some to set up and attend exhibits.
Call Bob McCracken at NCA: (301) 320-3621.
3. Assistants
for the Smithsonian
Garber
Facility
Open House, some with
telescopes.
Call Stanley Cawelti, 0: (703) 849-3656, H: (703) 250-5154.
4. Assistants
for the International
Astronomical
Union Convention,
various
services neded.
Call David DeVorkin,
(301) 949-8650 evenings.
f
NASA GODDARD SCIENTIFIC
COLLOQUIA SCHEDULED
On Friday,
Ma1'ch 4, at 3:30 pm in Building
3 Auditorium,
Stanford WoQ~~
University
of California,
Santa Cruz, will speak on Supernova
1987 A. co~:md-tea will he served from 3:00.
Enter the main gate and obtain a visitors
p ss~m
the gua1'd. Call Jaylee Mead, 286-8543, for further
information.
.:1> ~"
FOR SALH
~estar 7-inch. fully mounted, folding pier, broadband coatings. Purchsed
from questar laat fall. New price, $12,400 plus tax and shipping. Asking $8,500,
3.5-inch ~estar II.'Jpart payment. Call evenings 1-608-233-2369 (Wisconsin).
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Published
eleven
times yearly
by NATIONAL
CAPITAL
Ip) II S V ASTRONOMERS.
INC.,
a non-profit,
publicr-Yiqe \
_K.D~
corporation
for advancement
of astronomy
and ~~te~
\
-"",.,..
sciences
through
lectures,
expeditions,
disctslrlo(l
,
groups, conferences,
tours, classes, public progrsm,l,
and
pubUCanons. NCA la an amHate of the Washington
Aclldemy of Sciences.
President,
Watet IJ
Nissen.
Sto,. Duet deadline 15th of preceding
month.
Information:
(301) 320-3621.
Mate"iatfofo
publication:
Robert
H. McCracken,
Editor,
5120 Newport
Avenue,
Bethesda.
MD !0_1&.
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